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Equipment & Materials ProcessingNews Update

Unaxis Wafer Processing has

launched two production tools,

the Versaline and the LLS EVO

II. Built on a decade of dry

etching system experience,

Versaline is a modular system

that enables etching and depo-

sition technologies. Its ICP, RIE,

PECVD and PVD modules pro-

vide solutions for applications

such as LEDs, HBTs, HEMTs and

MEMS. LLS EVO II is a batch

sputtering system, with five

sources, each configurable for

sputtering options including

DC, RF, RF/DC, pulsed DC, and

co-sputtering.

Paul Henry,VP of Unaxis Wafer

Processing’s sales & marketing,

said:“Both the LLS EVO II and

Versaline systems are another

step by Unaxis Wafer

Processing towards better solu-

tions for our customers in

advanced packaging, MEMS,

compound semiconductor, opti-

cal IC, and integrated passive

device applications.”

New production tools from
Unaxis

Emcore Corporation has been

selected by Anadigics Inc to

be its primary supplier of RF

materials.Anadigics will use

Emcore’s 6" GaAs RF transistor

wafers to produce power

amplifiers and related devices

for wireless applications, such

as cellular telephones and

wireless infrastructure net-

works.

Asif Anwar of Strategy

Analytics comments:“The

overall market for GaAs

devices is in excess of $2.4 bil-

lion, and InGaP HBT technolo-

gies continues to be an

increasing percentage of this

revenue.This relationship fur-

ther demonstrates the emer-

gence of InGaP HBT technolo-

gy for wireless applications,

and we believe that leading

GaAs IC companies will con-

tinue to strategically align

their production capability to

aggressively address the grow-

ing wireless market.”

Emcore’s CTO, Rick Stall said:

“As our customers consolidate

their list of approved suppli-

ers, Emcore continues to

increase its market share in RF

materials manufacturing.”

Primary
business
for EmcoreOxford Instruments Plasma

Technology announced that

the University of Leeds, UK is

to purchase a V80H MBE sys-

tem for the production of

complex heterostructure

devices. It will be used for

the THz optoelectronics

research being undertaken at

the university’s recently com-

pleted photonics laboratory

in the School of Electronic

and Electrical Engineering.

Initial research will focus on

growing mid-infrared and tera-

hertz quantum cascade lasers

in the GaAs-AlGaAs materials

system. This follows on from

the pioneering work under-

taken to develop the first THz

quantum cascade lasers on a

V80H system in Cambridge

(through the EC Framework V

‘WANTED’ programme, coor-

dinated by Professors Edmund

Linfield and Giles Davies).

Linfield will take up a Chair at

the University of Leeds in

August 2004.

V80H for THz optoelectronics

Godfrey Ainsworth, chairman of

IQE Plc, gave a snapshot of the

company’s current trading posi-

tion and the market as a whole

with his comments at the Annual

General Meeting. He noted a

slight recovery in wireless and

mobile phone sectors, but con-

ceded that in telecommunica-

tions infrastructure, one of the

key areas for the company’s

optoelectronic products, there

was little in new investment.

“During the year, we made

great strides in developing our

optoelectronic product range

to service the consumer mar-

kets for products such as CD

and DVD players and

recorders. Significant progress

has been made in these new

areas and it is a long and ardu-

ous process to become quali-

fied and to establish new prod-

ucts but we are confident that

our products and services will

successfully penetrate these

markets.”

Better news came for IQE’s

substrate business, under the

banner of Wafer Technology,

where Ainsworth highlighted a

steady progress and growth in

demand for the products.Also

noted was the growing interest

in the company’s new strained

silicon with 20% germanium

product.

Ainsworth said of the technolo-

gy:“The importance of strained

silicon in future generation

products cannot be stressed

enough.As component sizes on

chips become smaller and

smaller, new materials such as

strained silicon offer the only

viable solution for overcoming

many of the physical con-

straints posed by the fine

geometries used in manufactur-

ing these silicon chips.”

IQE’s AGM reflects market conditions 

Unaxis’ LLS EVO II batch sputtering system.


